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SUMMARY
Soon after fertilization, the few totipotent cells of mammalian embryos diverge to form a structure called the blastocyst (BC). Although

numerous cell types, including germ cells and extended-pluripotency stem cells, have been developed from pluripotent stem cells (PSCs)

in vitro, generating functional BCs only from PSCs remains elusive. Here, we describe induced self-organizing 3D BC-like cysts (iBLCs)

generated frommouse PSC culture. Resembling natural BCs, iBLCs have a blastocoel-like cavity andwere formedwith outer cells express-

ing trophectoderm lineage markers and with inner cells expressing pluripotency markers. iBLCs transplanted to pseudopregnant mice

uteruses implanted, induced decidualization, and exhibited growth and development before resorption, demonstrating that iBLCs

are implantation competent. iBLC precursor intermediates required the transcription factor Prdm14 and concomitantly activated the

totipotency-related cleavage-stage MERVL reporter and 2C genes. Thus, our system may contribute to the understanding of molecular

mechanisms underpinning totipotency, embryogenesis, and implantation.
INTRODUCTION

During early mammalian development, a fertilized egg

(zygote) completely intersects the animal life cycle upon

zygotic genome activation (ZGA), the event whereby

gamete totipotent genomes of the pronucleus are epigenet-

ically activated and rapidly enter cleavage (Seydoux and

Braun, 2006; Wu et al., 2017). The zygote cleaves and later

polarizes as symmetry bifurcates to form the blastocyst

(BC) with emerging trophoblasts and pluripotent cells of

the inner cell mass (ICM) (Hirate et al., 2015; Nishioka

et al., 2009; Stephenson et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2016). The

ICM further differentiates to the embryonic epiblast and

primitive endoderm (PrE) while preparing for implantation

(Guo et al., 2010; Plusa et al., 2008; Saiz and Plusa, 2013).

BC implantation is crucial to natural development and is

tightly regulated at several molecular and cellular levels

that must occur in a short developmental window: failed

implantation is a major cause of early pregnancy loss

(Cha et al., 2012; Norwitz et al., 2001). Defective embryos

can also fail later and begin resorption (Cossée et al.,

2000; Flores et al., 2014).

The zygote and cleavage stages exhibit true totipotency,

isogenically preceding all extraembryonic (ExEm, vegetal)

and embryonic (Em, animal) cell bidirectional develop-

ment toward entire organisms. From plant tissue cultures,

specific cytokine, vitamin, and plant hormone (auxins)
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ratios are adjusted to induce totipotent transient cells for

propagating isogenic embryos (Steward et al., 1958). In

mammals, isogenic 3D BCs from differentiated cells are

both attractive and elusive, and experiments inducing im-

plantation-competent isogenic BCs entirely from pluripo-

tent stem cells (PSCs) are unprecedented.

In PSC reprogramming and conversion experimentswith

specific cytokines, nutrient, and lipid (Kime et al., 2016),

we observed cell organization and hemispherical cysts

with features of BCs. Thereafter we developed a system to

induce 8–16 cell iBLC precursors (iBLC-PCs) that self-orga-

nized into BC-like cysts in vitro, termed iBLCs. iBLC-PCs

were found to be Prdm14-dependent and concomitantly

expressed the murine endogenous retrovirus (MERVL) live

2C-state reporter, which suggested ZGA mechanisms

related to Zscan4 expression (Macfarlan et al., 2012; Wu

et al., 2017). Analysis of YAP (Yes-associated protein) in

iBLC-PCs and early iBLCs revealed a transition from a non-

polarized state to a polarized cyst, closely resembling early

pre-implantation embryogenesis (Bedzhov et al., 2014;

Nishioka et al., 2009; Stephenson et al., 2010).

iBLCs were implantation competent and induced focal

decidualization in the uterus that recruited surrogate blood

supply and expanded the embryonic cavity. Implanted

iBLCs could grow and produce many cell types like

implanted embryos, but eventually failed in embryonic

resorption. We anticipate that this system may lead to
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simplified isogenic embryo production for research, medi-

cine, and uncovering the intricacies of totipotency and

implantation.
RESULTS

Defined Conditions Generate Early Embryo-like

Tissues

In vitro pluripotency is characterized in two distinct states: a

pre-implantation BC ICM-like state (naive) and a post-im-

plantation epiblast-like state (primed). Naive female PSCs

have two active X chromosomes (Xa/Xa), and primed

female PSCs have inactivated one of those X chromosomes

(Xa/Xi) (Payer et al., 2011). We employed a primed female

mouse epiblast stem cell (mEpiSC) line with a constitutive

green fluorescent protein transgene on the Xi chromosome

(XGFP). XGFP is silent in the mEpiSCs and is expressed

upon Xi reactivation to Xa, a sophisticated epigenetic

reprogramming hallmark of naive pluripotency, the ICM,

and often of cleavage-stage totipotent cells (Bao et al.,

2009; Kime et al., 2016; Monk and Harper, 1979; Okamoto

et al., 2004).

Under our defined conditions we greatly enhanced cell

reprogramming, and robust primed- to naive-state PSC con-

version experiments (Kime et al., 2016) also produced

BC-like hemispheres and structures resembling early embry-

onic material among rapid X chromosome reactivation,

reported here. The hemispheres had BC-like organization

with important cell-lineage markers for trophoblasts, em-

bryonic, and PrE cells (Figures S1 and S2; Video S1); we

previously reported the embryonic potency of the XGFP+

cells(Kime et al., 2016). We observed NANOG+XGFP+ ICM-

like cells with no bright DNA-stain puncta, whichmay indi-

cate the loss of heterochromatin usually found in a rare tran-

sient Zscan4+ 2C-like state (Akiyama et al., 2015; Wu et al.,

2016) (Figure S1A). The outer cells and cells of the inner

face of the ICM-like mass were negative for XGFP and posi-

tive for TROMA-I, an ExEm lineage marker. We examined

important PrE markers and found GATA4 enriched cells

that were XGFP-negative and platelet-derived growth factor

receptor A (PDGFRa)-positive co-localized at the inner face

to resemble the hypoblast of hatching BCs (Figures S1D

and S1E) (Plusa et al., 2008). GATA6, a PrE gene regulated

alongside GATA4 (Figure S1D) (Morgani and Brickman,

2015; Plusa et al., 2008; Saiz and Plusa, 2013), was expressed

among a population positioned similar to the GATA4+/

PDGFRa+ cells(Figures S1D–S1F) (Guo et al., 2010; Morgani

and Brickman, 2015; Plusa et al., 2008). Taken together,

the BC-like hemispheres reflected the intricate regulation

of X chromosome activity, gene expression, and cell organi-

zation of BCs including PrE formation. As such, the possibil-

ity that all embryonic cell lineages were induced inspired us
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to consider that transient total potential might be installed

in some converting cells.

Such primed-to-naive-state conversions strongly in-

duced Prdm and Id family genes that broadly regulate the

genome and are curiously related to the cleavage stage,

early embryo, and germline preparation (Figure S2B)

(Burton et al., 2013; Hiller et al., 2010; Luna-Zurita and

Bruneau, 2013; Yamaji et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2017).

Within this reprogramming context, we tested the

SMAD2/3 signaling ALK5 inhibitor SB431542 that inhibits

primed state ActivinA/TGFb (transforming growth factor b)

signaling and is described for in vitro germ-cell differentia-

tion (Chen et al., 2012). The cultures released floating small

cell clusters and cysts thatwe speculated could have BC-like

properties similar to the related BC-like hemispheres. We

then optimized phase-1 and -2 treatments of defined con-

ditions (Figure 1A), which produced 5–30 floating BC-like

cysts by day 7 (Figure S3A and Table S1). The BC-like cysts

stuck together as they grew to resemble hatched BCs on day

8, so for most experiments we qualitatively assessed and

isolated them on day 7 based on morphological similarity

to early BCs (e.g., appropriate size, neatly round, trophecto-

derm (TE)-like outer cells, a putative ICM; Figure 1B). DNA

staining of the cysts revealed a compact ICM-like mass and

large flat TE-like cells surrounding the possible blastocoel

(Figure S3B).

To explore the origin of the BC-like cysts, we individually

cultured the small clusters that appeared nonpolar on

day 5.5 (Figure 1C, left panel). Some clusters (usually

~5%–50%) grew, changed morphology, and formed a

blastocoel-like cavity as a cyst with BC-like morphology

(Figure 1C). From these findings and the investigation

described hereafter, we termed the day-7 floating structures

‘‘induced blastocyst-like cysts’’ (iBLCs) that grew, polarized,

and self-organized from small cell clusters as iBLC precur-

sors (iBLC-PCs).

iBLC-PCs Involve Early Embryonic Genes

BCs develop from a totipotent state. To gain molecular in-

sights into iBLC induction, we prepared XGFP mEpiSC

with the well-studied 2C MERVL live totipotency-related

reporter (MERVL::RFP, Figure S3C) (Macfarlan et al., 2012;

Wu et al., 2017), which was undetectable in all mEpiSCs

as expected. On days 5–6 of iBLC induction, we observed

RFP expression in some of the characteristic loci where

iBLC-PCs emerge, and some RFP+ cells also expressed

XGFP, perhaps consistent with Xa/Xa status of cleavage-

stage embryos (Figure 2A) (Okamoto et al., 2004). Many

iBLC-PCs were composed of several cells concurrently ex-

pressing MERVL::RFP (Figure 2B). In many cases, the RFP

expression was weaker in the iBLC-PCs than in cells on

the plate and XGFP was usually undetectable, suggesting

that both reporters might be downregulated similarly to



Figure 1. Defined Conditions Induce
Early Embryo-like Structures from Primed
PSCs
(A) iBLC System Overview: Typically,
~40,000 primed mEpiSCs are plated and
induced to MERVL::RFP+ cell cluster pre-
cursors (iBLC-PC) that differentiate into
~5–30 BC-like cysts (iBLCs). Two-phase iBLC
induction media timing to induce mEpiSC to
iBLCs. **Supernatant iBLC-PCs are collected
to ultralow attachment (ULA) wells on
day 6, and high-quality BC-like iBLCs are
selected on day 7 by embryo pipette.
(B) iBLCs are qualified with BC-like charac-
teristics (yellow arrows) or excluded (blue
arrows) after pooling ULA plate for down-
stream experiments. Scale bar, 200 mm.
(C) Isolated iBLC-PC developing into iBLC
over time. Scale bars, 100 mm.
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what is observed in compacting early embryos. Notably,

RFP signals were further reduced in emergent iBLCs (Fig-

ure 2C) and, after iBLC-PC harvest, RFP+ cells with or

without XGFP expression were variably maintained on

iBLC generation plates for several days in phase-2 medium.

To investigate the implications of the 2CMERVL::RFP re-

porter in our system, we pooled RFP+ or RFP� cell clusters

resembling iBLC-PCs on day 6 and examined early embry-

onic gene expression. We found that only MERVL::RFP+

iBLC-PCs induced Zscan4 and Tsctv3, both critically impor-

tant 2C markers (Falco et al., 2007; Macfarlan et al., 2011,

2012), and with high relative expression (Figures 2D and

S3D). These results validated that the 2C MERVL::RFP re-

porter represented a meaningful unique 2C-like gene

expression in iBLC-PCs.

Next, we focused on Prdm14, a critical transcription fac-

tor shared in the germline and early embryo (Hackett
et al., 2017; Nakaki and Saitou, 2014). Prdm14 was very

low or undetectable in mEpiSCs yet could be induced in

early iBLCs (Figure 2E). Consistent with these data, consti-

tutive short hairpin RNA against Prdm14 (Prdm14 knock-

down [KD]) did not have noticeable effects on mEpiSCs

or in the first 5 days of iBLC generation (Figure 2G).

However, on day 6 with efficient Prdm14 KD (Figure 2F),

iBLC-PCs were nearly completely aborted and many pe-

ripheral cells of typical iBLC-PC loci degraded (Figure 2G),

and supernatants did not generate iBLCs. We were curious

as to whether the 2C marker Zscan4 would be lost from

degrading cells, yet Prdm14 KD insignificantly but variably

affected the induction of Zscan4 in the population while

permitting consistently higher Zfp42 (Rex1) expression

(Figure 2F). Collectively, these results suggest that a 2C-

like state is induced in a population wherein iBLC-PC/

iBLC survival may be Prdm14 dependent.
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 13 j 1–14 j September 10, 2019 3



Figure 2. iBLC Generation Activates 2C MERVL Reporter in iBLC-PCs and Requires Prdm14
(A) iBLC system day 6 co-localized expression of MERVL::RFP and XGFP reporters. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(B) MERVL::RFP+ iBLC-PCs (yellow arrows) in ULA plate on day 6. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(C) MERVL::RFP is expressed strongly in iBLC-PCs yet poorly in differentiating iBLC, observed on day 8. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(D) qRT-PCR of MERVL::RFP reporter-derived clusters on day 6, pooled by RFP� or RFP+ expression; shown as mean DCt to Gapdh. mEpiSC
prepared for qRT-PCR by the same means were used as control. Data represent biological triplicate samples tested in technical triplicate,
and error bars represent standard deviation. Asterisks denote sample detection notes: Gata3 detected in one mEpiSC sample, Id2 detected
in two mEpiSC samples, Zscan4 not detected in RFP�/mEpiSC samples, Tcstv3 not detected in RFP�/mEpiSC samples, Pou5F1 (Oct4) de-
tected in two RFP� samples.
(E) Single isolated BC and iBLC qRT-PCR for Prdm14.
(F) qRT-PCR of control and Prdm14 KD cell plate cDNA samples for Prdm14, Zscan4, and Zfp42 (Rex1) on day 6 of iBLC generation. Data
represent biological triplicate samples tested in technical triplicate, and error bars represent standard deviation.
(G) Control and Prdm14 KD mEpiSC are plated for iBLC induction. Loci that originate iBLC-PCs are initiated in both experiments by day 3
(yellow arrows). Control cells maintain iBLC-PCs through day 6 (yellow arrows) and Prdm14 KD cells aborted iBLC-PCs. Scale bars, 200 mm.
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Induced Blastocyst-like Cysts Represent Pre-/Post-

compacted Embryonic State

The transcription factor YAP governs positional informa-

tion and polarization to bifurcate outer and inner cells dur-

ing early embryonic development (Bedzhov et al., 2014;

Nishioka et al., 2009). Thus, we examined cell positioning,

along with YAP subcellular localization, in iBLC-PCs and
4 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 13 j 1–14 j September 10, 2019
iBLCs. Some iBLC-PCs resembled early embryos before

compaction (Hirate et al., 2015; Nishioka et al., 2009; Yu

et al., 2016) with morphologically homogeneous cells

that equally expressed nuclear and cytosolic YAP (Fig-

ure 3A). Other iBLC-PCs implicated cell polarization with

nuclear-enriched YAP among outer cells and nuclear-

excluded YAP among inner cells (Figure 3B); emergent early



Figure 3. iBLC-PCs and iBLCs May Follow Early Embryonic Polarization via YAP
(A and B) iBLC-PCs stained for YAP (magenta) and DNA (light blue). Scale bars, 50 mm. Nuclear-excluded YAP region is outlined with dotted
white line in (B).
(C) Early iBLCs and early BCs stained for YAP (magenta) and DNA (light blue). Scale bars, 50 mm. Nuclear-excluded YAP region is outlined
with dotted white line.
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iBLCs carried the same YAP pattern as early BCs (Figure 3C).

Comprehensively, sample YAP expression resembled the

developmental window where blastomeres polarize into

compacting embryos and early BCs.

iBLCs Express Important Genes but Lack Full BC

Potency

Early BCs have an outer layer of trophoblast cells and an

ICMof pluripotent cells without distinct PrE. Thus, BCs ex-

press genes important for inducing and developing both

lineages. Gene expression analyses revealed individual

early BCs and particularly individual early iBLCs had varia-

tions in expression, suggesting there is a difference in the

quality, developmental timing, or both, in each sample;

iBLC-3 had notably higher expression of several genes

closer to that of BCs. The genes we checked that are first

activated in totipotent cleavage-stage cells (e.g., Atp1b1,

Gata3, Id2, Zscan4, Bmp4) were strongly upregulated in

iBLCs to match detection in BCs. Remarkably, Gata3

expression was high and even higher in iBLC-PC reprog-

ramming samples (Figure 2D). Gata3 is expressed across

early embryo development (Guo et al., 2010; Home et al.,

2009) and was recently described as a master reprogram-

ming factor that induced all three major in vitro cell culture

equivalents of pre-implantation blastocysts (Benchetrit

et al., 2019).
Genes involved in the outer cell-lineage development

and/or function (e.g., Atp1b1, Cdx2, Gata3, and Krt8

[Troma-I]) were strongly induced in iBLCs (Figure 4A and

S3E), although Cdx2 was usually much lower than in

BCs. Critical pluripotent transcription factors Nanog and

Pou5f1 (Oct4) were also low in iBLCs but were still ex-

pressed among other pre-implantation pluripotency genes

(e.g., Tdgf1, Zfp42) (Figures 4A and S3E). Collectively,

outer/inner cell fate-specifying genes (e.g., Cdx2, Eomes,

Pou5F1 [Oct4]) were generally low in iBLCs (Figures 4A

and S3E).

Low Cdx2 and Pou5f1 raised the question of whether

iBLCs possess the TE-like outer and ICM-like mass. We

also wondered whether iBLCs could regulate PrE genes as

the cyst develops later. We examined detection and locali-

zation of CDX2, GATA3, OCT4, YAP, and the TE marker

TROMA-I, in early iBLCs and early BCs by immunocyto-

chemistry with well-characterized antibodies. For PrE regu-

lation, we examined GATA4 and PDGFRa in early and late

iBLCs to compare with early- and late-hatching BCs and

previous reports (Guo et al., 2010; Plusa et al., 2008; Saiz

and Plusa, 2013). The early iBLC inner cells downregulated

CDX2, GATA3, and YAP like early BCs, although more

extremely. GATA3 was found both cytosolic and nuclear

in outer cells of both iBLCs and BCs while CDX2 in iBLC

outer cells was mostly cytosolic and not enriched in
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 13 j 1–14 j September 10, 2019 5



Figure 4. iBLCs Share Many Characteristics with BCs
(A) qRT-PCR of individual early BC, early iBLC, and mEpiSC colony cDNA samples, with Euclidean distance and clustering by average linkage,
represented as a heatmap of global DCt to Gapdh.
(B) Early iBLC and early BC stained for DNA (light blue), YAP (magenta), and CDX2 (green). Nuclear-excluded YAP region is outlined with
dotted white line. Scale bars, 50 mm.
(C) Early iBLC and early BC stained for DNA (light blue), TROMA-I (white), and GATA3 (yellow). Downregulated and nuclear-excluded GATA3
region is outlined with dotted white line. Scale bars, 50 mm.
(D) Early iBLC (left) and late iBLC (right) stained for DNA (light blue), GATA4 (yellow), and PDGFRa (magenta). Scale bars, 50 mm.

(legend continued on next page)
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many nuclei (Figures 4B and 4C), suggesting poor CDX2

phosphorylation in iBLCs (Rings et al., 2001). PrE genes

GATA4 and PDGFRa are expressed in all cells of the early

embryo (Guo et al., 2010), and GATA4 protein was still

detectable in all cells of early BCs and early iBLCs (Fig-

ure 4D, left; Figure S1D, top). Late-hatching BCs begin to

neatly regulate nuclear GATA4 and membrane PDGFRa to

a subset of mostly polar mass cells that collect and form

the PrE hypoblast at the inner face of the ICM (Guo et al.,

2010; Plusa et al., 2008); such PrE-like cell regulation was

confirmed in hatching BCs and reflected in the BC-like

hemispheres (Figures S1D and S1E). Our day-8 late iBLCs

could also regulate GATA4 and PDGFRa to subsets of cells

mostly at the ICM-like mass, although less neatly (Figures

4D and S3F). GATA4 enriched cells in late iBLCs collected

together, similar to PrE hypoblast formation yet oddly

different from BCs and our BC-like hemispheres (Figures

S1D and S1E), because the putative iBLC PrE-like cells

collected to the outer face of the ICM-like mass and were

frequently observed bulging away from the iBLC main

body (Figure S3F). Still, early iBLC outer cells strongly ex-

pressed TROMA-I, and iBLC inner cells better enriched

nuclear OCT4 like early BCs (Figure 4E) (Bulut-Karslioglu

et al., 2016; Ralston and Rossant, 2008). We anticipated

protein detection differences and designed a qualitative

semi-quantitative microscopy experiment that compared

detector gain settings for iBLC and BC samples imaged on

common microscopes with comparable stain, laser, and

confocal settings (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

As expected, early iBLCOCT4 proteinmay have been lower

because detection required highermicroscope gain settings

than BCs. Furthermore, TROMA-I protein was better de-

tected in iBLCs than in BCs, consistent with the finding

that Krt8 (Troma-I) mRNAs were more highly expressed

in iBLCs (Figures 4A–4E and S3E; Table S2).

To examine OCT4 and SOX2 functions we used the EOS-

S(4+) live pluripotency reporter, which requires an OCT4/

SOX2 heterodimer transcription activation. We cloned

the reporter to drive red fluorescent proteins (EOS::RFP; Fig-

ure S3C and Experimental Procedures) and established

EOS::RFP mEpiSCs that performed as expected (Hotta

et al., 2009; Tomioka et al., 2002), with EOS::RFP+ PSCs

that lost RFP when differentiated (Figures 4F, S2C, and

S3G). iBLCs generated from EOS reporter cells often

exhibited RFP signals (Figure S3H) that were stronger in

the iBLC putative ICM, suggesting that these cells may

have functional OCT4/SOX2-driven EOS::RFP expression

(Figure 4F).
(E) Early iBLC and early BC stained for DNA (light blue), TROMA-I (whi
from Table S2: Early iBLC DNA:398, TROMA-I:513, OCT4:731; Early BC
(F) EOS::RFP+ mEpiSCs and late iBLCs above culture with EOS::RFP expr
cells on the plate. Scale bars, 100 mm.
Lastly, mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and tropho-

blast stem cells (TSCs) can be established from BCs under

different conditions. In ESC derivation conditions (Cze-

chanski et al., 2014), outgrowths from isolated iBLCs and

iBLC-PCs on feeder cells proliferated and expressed both

XGFP and EOS::D2nRFP (Figure S4A and Experimental Pro-

cedures). These cells could be thereafter cultured compara-

ble with naive ESCs in terms of colony morphologies and

pluripotency gene expressions (Figures 5A, 5B, and S4A).

We also derived colonies of slow-growing TE-like cells

expressing CDX2 without EOS expression (Figure 5C). At-

tempts to derive TSCs in defined conditions (Latos and

Hemberger, 2016; Ohinata and Tsukiyama, 2014) failed

in part, but developed binucleated TPBPA+ or PL-I+ tropho-

blast giant cell (TGC)-like cells (Figure S4B).

Reproducibility of iBLC Generation

Our various XGFP mEpiSC reporter sublines performed

similarly throughout iBLC induction. Two published

mEpiSC lines reacted similarly throughout and produced

iBLCs with lower yields (Figure S4C) (Ohtsuka et al.,

2012; Tesar et al., 2007). AnothermEpiSC linewith obvious

cell culture characteristic differences failed completely

(Parchem et al., 2014). Therefore, iBLC generation should

be possible with many but not all mEpiSC lines.

iBLCs Implant and Grow in Pseudopregnant Mice

The similarities between iBLCs and BCs led us to examine

iBLC implantation and developmental potency in utero.

We transferred BCs, iBLCs, mEpiSC clusters, and embryoid

bodies (EBs) into separate uterus horns of sterile-male bred

pseudopregnant mice; only BCs and iBLCs implanted and

induced deciduae thereafter (Figures 6A and 6B). Deciduae

from iBLC transfer were similar in focal morphology but

often smaller than deciduae from BCs. Importantly, many

iBLC deciduae recruited large maternal blood vessels seen

in the uterus, and sectioning showed red brown color in

the decidua basalis region, like natural deciduae (Figure 6B).

iBLCs and BCs induced deciduae at 6.7% (10/149) and

69.2% (36/52), respectively (Figure 6A).We did not observe

any deciduae from the mEpiSC cluster and EB controls.

Co-transferring control embryos that easily implant in-

creases implantation rates of difficult embryos in assisted

reproductive settings (Mochida et al., 2014). Co-transfer-

ring iBLCs with BCs frequently yieldedmore focal deciduae

than the total number of BCs transferred (Table S3), sug-

gesting that iBLCs implanted more efficiently. Also, co-

transfer yields often hadmore deciduae than the estimated
te), and OCT4 (yellow). Scale bars, 50 mm. Microscope gain settings
DNA:363, TROMA-I:604, OCT4:601.
ession in the putative ICM. White stars label out-of-focus EOS::RFP+
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Figure 5. iBLC System Outgrowths
Generate Pluripotent and TE-Lineage Cells
(A) Mouse ESCs and iBLC/iBLC-PC-derived
ESC-like cells stained for OCT4, NANOG, or
YAP (magenta), and DNA (light blue). iBLC/
iBLC-PC-derived ES-like cells demonstrate
X chromosome reactivation (XGFP+) and
express EOS::D2nRFP. Scale bars, 50 mm.
(B) qRT-PCR of mouse ESCs, iBLC/iBLC-PC-
derived ES-like cells, and mEpiSC cDNA
samples, shown as mean DCt to Gapdh. Data
represent biological triplicate samples
tested in technical triplicate, and error bars
represent standard deviation. Asterisk in-
dicates that Zscan4 was not detected in
mEpiSC; double asterisk indicates that
Zfp42 (Rex1) was detected in two mEpiSC
samples.
(C) Left: live imaging of iBLC-derived TE-
like cells. Right: TE-like cells stained for
DNA (light blue) and CDX2 (green). Chan-
nels shown separately and merged. Scale
bars, 100 mm.
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sum based on BC-only and iBLC-only rates, suggesting that

co-transfer increased iBLC or BC implantation, or both

(Figure 6C and Table S3). Co-transferred mEpiSC clusters

or EBs with BCs either inhibited or showed no improve-

ment over estimated control BC implantation, high-

lighting the special ability of iBLCs (Figure 6C).

To confirm the origin of the deciduae from the iBLC ex-

periments, we obtained genomic DNA from iBLC deciduae

cryosections by laser capture microdissection (Figure S5A)

and amplified a transgenic DNA region only in iBLCs (Fig-

ures S3C and 6D). This analysis confirmed that iBLC single-

source and co-transfer experiments implanted to form

deciduae with iBLC-derived tissue at the proper location

for natural embryos.We therefore recognized that co-trans-

ferring BCs with iBLCs enhances the ability of iBLCs to

implant and may prove more useful in later studies.

We performed hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining on

cryosections of dissected deciduae from embryonic day 7.5

(E7.5) iBLC single-source transfer experiments (Figure 7).

Like control deciduae (Figure S5B), iBLC-implanted

deciduae were surrounded by uterine tissue and had

distinct subregions; among which the decidua basalis

showed vascular sinus foldings and red blood cells, con-
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firming the maternal blood supply (Figures 7A, 7B, and

S5B).

While iBLC-derived E7.5 tissues were larger than E6.5

control embryo tissues, many cells appeared pycnotic

(Gardner and Johnson, 1972) and lacked a healthy appear-

ance, and were collectively smaller than an E7.5 control

embryo (Figures 7 and S5B). We also observed many blood

mononuclear cells around the disfigured pycnotic tissues,

indicating embryo resorption (Cossée et al., 2000; Flores

et al., 2014) (Figures 7B and S5C). Nevertheless, careful ex-

amination of resorbing iBLC-derived tissues showed mark-

edly diverse cell morphology and localization strikingly

similar to findings of a previous report of natural resorbing

embryos (Figures 7A and 7B) (Cossée et al., 2000). The sec-

tions had distinct disfigured tissues in the presumptive

embryonic region with surrounding ExEm-like cells and

internal small dark stained cells resembling the embryonic

portion (Figures 7A, 7B, S5B, and S5C). Consistently, im-

munostaining proximal cryosections of the same samples

with the TROMA-I antibody showed positionally appro-

priate TROMA-I+ cells surrounding TROMA-I� cells that

we speculated to be Em-portion cells from their location

and H&E-stain characteristics (Figure 7C), and other



Figure 6. iBLC Uterus Transfer Decidual-
ization in Pseudopregnant Mice
(A) Diagram of single-source uterus transfer
experiment. Observed deciduae in uterus
horns with respect to EBs, mEpiSC clusters,
iBLCs, or control BCs single-source uterus
transfers.
(B) Uterus horn of mouse with iBLC-im-
planted deciduae (left, yellow arrows),
prepared for cryosection (right).
(C) Diagram of co-transfer experiment.
Observed deciduae from EB co-transfer,
mEpiSC Cluster co-transfer, and iBLC
co-transfer. Asterisk denotes control BC
decidualization rate (69.2%, A); red box
indicates decidualization gained from
iBLCs.
(D) Laser capture microdissection (LCM)
genomic DNA PCR test for mouse genomic
DNA universal and iBLC-specific hygromycin
resistance. LCM sample regions from H&E
slides are shown in Figure S5A.
In (A) and (C), embryo pipettes indicate
when a new pipette was used.
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TROMA-I+ cells had further invaded the deciduae with

TGC-like morphology (Figure 7C).

To further examine the development of iBLC-derived

ExEm tissues in the deciduae, we immunostained for

TPBPA and PL-I. Both were expressed in the cells lining

and surrounding the embryonic chamber of iBLC-

implanted deciduae, similarly to those in BC-derived tis-

sues (Figure S5D) (Chen et al., 2016; Peng et al., 2015),

and PL-I was also detected on control embryo ExEm

visceral endoderm as reported previously (Figure S5D)

(Chen et al., 2016). Several peripheral TPBPA+ or PL-I+ cells

had larger, more brightly stained nuclei and were scattered

far from the cavity. These cells could be polyploid-scat-

tering TGCs, which were also suggested by the invading

TROMA-I+ cells (Figures 7C and S5D).

DISCUSSION

We demonstrated here that PSCs can be reprogrammed to

BC-like hemispheres with striking early embryonic implica-

tions, and we anticipate that cell conversions in such a

contextmay be used to study early embryonic development

in vitro. From this platform we modified the system to

generate iBLCs withmany similarities to BCs at morpholog-

ical, developmental, molecular, and functional levels,

although imperfect and perhaps less neatly regulated than

the BC-like hemispheres (e.g., PrE regulation, Xi reactiva-
tion, pluripotency). Master transcription factors that estab-

lish, reprogram, and regulate cell fates in each lineage of

BCs were expressed in iBLCs, and some (e.g., YAP, GATA3)

were apparently correctly regulated. Notably, YAP is

involved in both positional regulation and powerful gene

regulation that can reprogram cell identity in numerous

contexts (Panciera et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2016; Yu et al.,

2016). iBLC system ICM-like masses had regulated nu-

clear-excluded YAP similar to natural BC ICM cells, which

is a widely known characteristic difference from mouse

ESCs in which YAP is nuclear enriched. iBLC implantation

and growth in utero advances the prospect that important

natural cues can be established in the system to later pass

critically difficult natural barriers, even if dysregulation

eventually caused embryonic resorption. The trend of the

data suggests that developmental limitations in iBLCs may

arise among heightened epigenetic plasticity that activates

important genes weakly with poor regulation (e.g., OCT4,

CDX2), perhaps causing latent or delayed lineage specifica-

tion lacking distinct cell-identity resolution. The results

point to diverging events for iBLCs and correcting the 2C-

like establishment, and differentiation events could be the

key to obtain fully functional iBLCs that develop further

in utero. We provide comprehensive discussion of these

data in Supplemental Discussion and a published preprint

(Kime et al., 2018). Collectively, the current iBLC technol-

ogy is a first step toward generating artificial isogenic BCs.
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 13 j 1–14 j September 10, 2019 9



Figure 7. iBLCs Implant and Partially
Develop Before Resorption
(A) H&E-stained proximal cryosections of
deciduae from iBLC single-source transfer.
Higher magnification is indicated and
shows iBLC-derived tissue resembling large
cell masses of resorbing tissues. EC, em-
bryonic cavity. Scale bars, 500 mm (top
panels), 100 mm (bottom left), and 200 mm
(bottom right).
(B) H&E-stained decidua from iBLC single-
source transfer showed high presence
of immune cells resorbing a mass of cells
with ExEm-like and Em-like stain and
morphology. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(C) Cryosection stain for TROMA-I (white)
and DNA (light blue). E6.5 and E7.5 control
embryos show healthy size and structure.
E7.5 iBLC-derived tissues from cryosections
proximal to (A) and (B) are labeled. EP,
ectoplacental cone; EX, extraembryonic
portion; EM, embryonic portion; YC, yolk sac
cavity; RM and dotted line, Reichert’s
membrane labeled on one side for clarity, as
previously described on resorbing embryos
(Cossée et al., 2000). Scale bars, 100 mm.
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In previous workwithmouse PSC-derived oogenesis, rare

BC-like structures from >40-day long-term differentiation

experiments, were briefly described (Hübner et al., 2003),

although further characterization or competence in utero

remains unknown. Two recently published systems for

modeling early embryo development in vitro (Harrison

et al., 2017; Rivron et al., 2018) expanded upon the reach

of previously patented technology (Buhl et al., 2009). In

such systems, ESCs and TSCs were precisely co-cultured

to recapitulate embryo-like structures and highlight some

of the increased developmental potential from lineage

cooperation, as described fromBCdissections decades prior

(Gardner and Johnson, 1972). In great contrast, iBLCs

self-organize and differentiate from 2C gene expressing

iBLC-PCs, emerging only from primed PSCs in defined

conditions.

Prdm14 is critical for germ-cell induction and fertility

while important but dispensable in the embryonic PSC
10 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 13 j 1–14 j September 10, 2019
during development (Yamaji et al., 2008). On the contrary,

Prdm14 may play a role in the earlier cleaving embryo

where it is heterogeneously expressed, preceding discrete

regulation to enrich the Em lineage during bifurcation

(Burton et al., 2013). Given that the first phase of iBLC in-

duction is akin to germ-cell induction from PSCs (Chen

et al., 2012), we believe that the iBLC system failure from

Prdm14 KD arises from compromising the germ-cell pro-

gram. The implicit germ-like Prdm14 induction engaging

iBLC-PC formation may be separated from the Prdm14

expression in iBLCs that may depend on the iBLC quality.

qRT-PCR assay detection is valuable and Prdm14 detection

in two out of six early iBLCs is a positive result, although

not definitive.

The qRT-PCR assays used RNA extracted from single BCs

and iBLCs. Unsurprisingly, iBLCs exhibited greater varia-

tions than BCs, yet one may appreciate that several impor-

tant early embryo genes (Cripto, Zfp42, Zscan4, Cdx2,
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Sox17, and Gata3) were activated in some or many individ-

ual iBLCs. When several iBLCs activated these genes, there

was a commonality in the expression level that allows us to

distinguish the system from a true BC, to understand it bet-

ter, and to consider how it is further distanced from the

starting mEpiSCs.

iBLCs may advance research in isogenic increased poten-

tial from PSCs, and we speculate that partial germ-lineage

induction may be a causal link to the unique 2C-like tran-

sient expression seen in iBLC-PCs. Therein, early embry-

onic mimicry is autonomously installed in potentiated

cells by a subsequent treatment with defined small mole-

cules: iBLC-PCs can differentiate to iBLCs in the traditional

embryo medium KSOM (data not shown).

Defined conditions that induce primed PSCs toward

synchronous expression of 2C/MERVL reporter in

clusters (iBLC-PC/loci) of cells that subsequently self-

organize BC-like cysts are unique in the field of totipo-

tency/2C-like cell research (Wu et al., 2017). Zscan4

and Tcstv3 evidence herein further implicates a 2C

totipotency-related program in our system. Until now,

2C-like gene expression was only transiently expressed

in individual rare cells among naive ESC cultures, and

although bidirectional contribution of the traditional

2C-like MERVL+ cells was shown in previous reports

(Macfarlan et al., 2012), such cells remain unremarkably

similar to ESCs in culture and require donor embryos to

develop in utero: true isogenic totipotency from PSCs re-

mains elusive. We anticipate that more precise control

of cell reprogramming inputs may improve or stabilize

the 2C-like program in iBLC-PCs to yield fully developed

animals from PSCs alone and to maximize PSC reprog-

ramming. Our methodology involves ~1 week of simpli-

fied defined media changes. Therefore, we envision that

future iBLC technology may readily open avenues in

several fields, such as embryology, 2C epigenetics, and

implantation biology, in addition to its promise in early

embryogenesis.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Experimental Model Details
Please refer to Supplemental Information for exact reagent/

resource ordering information.

Animal Use
Mouse handling and experiments were carried out with humane

methods in compliance with animal ethical standards approved

by RIKEN Kobe Safety Center. Sterile-male bred pseudopregnant

(PP) surrogate CD-1 (ICR) female mice were prepared at PP2.5

and then control BCs, iBLCs, mEpiSC clusters, or EBs were trans-

ferred to the uterus using standard embryo in vitro fertilization

(IVF) pipetting techniques. CD-1 (ICR) BCs and R26-H2B-EGFP

BCs were used for control BC experiments (Abe et al., 2011).
Recombinant DNA Preparation

We prepared RFP as dsRed, mCherry, and also a modified mCherry

under the EOS reporter by adding amouse ornithine decarboxylase

destabilization domain (D2) (Li et al., 1998) and nuclear localiza-

tion tags to the RFP (EOS::D2nRFP). D2 drastically reduces the

half-life of the D2nRFP, providing timely live RFP responsiveness

tomRNA level changes: the D2nRFP signal more closely represents

OCT4/SOX2 heterodimer transcriptional activity. We also cloned

RFP under the 2C MERVL reporter promoter. All reporter systems

were cloned in piggybac vector systems with 50 and 30 insulators.
mEpiSC Culture

mEpiSC culture medium (MCM) consisted of NDiff227 supple-

mentedwith 20 ng/mL ActivinA, 12 ng/mL basic fibroblast growth

factor, and 1:100 penicillin/streptomycin.Media and supplements

were stored separately at�20�C in aliquots, freshly thawed at least

every 4 days, and stored at 4�C. mEpiSC were cultured on plates

previously coated for 1 h at room temperature with 1:100 fibro-

nectin/PBS. Medium was changed daily, and cells were passaged

as small clumps every 2–3 days at ~1:10–20, never exceeding

30% confluence. Cell colonies remained less than 300–400 mm

wide and largely resembled homogeneous mEpiSC colonies with

few single cells. Cell passage was carried out, in brief, with PBS

wash, fresh Accutase for 55 s, PBS wash, 2 mL of MCM, scraped,

triturated 6–8 times in a conical vial, then dispersed ~1:10–20 in

MCM. If cells exhibited signs of differentiation, the culturewas dis-

carded and replaced by a freshly thawed stock.
Method Details

CTSFES Medium Preparation for Working Medium

For preparation of ~1 L of CTSFES basal medium, 500 mL of

DMEM:F12 + Glutamax, 500 mL of neurobasal medium, 10 mL

of B27 supplement, 5 mL of N2 supplement, 5 mL of Glutamax

supplement, and 670 mL of 7.5% BSA Frac V solution was filtered

at 0.22 mm, aliquoted, and stored immediately at �20�C, thawed

overnight at 4�C, and used for 1–8 days.

For CTSFES ‘‘working medium,’’ after thawing for experimental

use, 1:100 penicillin/streptomycin, 1:1000 2-ME, and 64 mg/mL as-

corbic acid 2-phosphate were added.

mEpiSC Preparation for Naive Conversion or iBLC Generation
Target wells of 6W plate were coated with 1.5 mL of 1:100 fibro-

nectin/PBS substrate for 1 h at room temperature. Stock cultures

of near-passage mEpiSC colonies were sourced for passage into

the conversion experiment as follows. Cells were washed with

PBS, then treated with freshly thawed room-temperature Accu-

tase for 1 min which was gently aspirated, and then cells were

washed again with equal volume of PBS while tapping the plate

gently to release single cells, and then PBS was gently aspirated

again and replaced with 37�C prewarmed fresh Accutase and

incubated at 37�C for 5–7 min until cells floated and dispersed

freely. PBS/MCM (53 volume, 1:1) was added and the volume trit-

urated 10–20 times in 15-mL conical vial. Cells were centrifuged

at 200 3 g for 3 min, then the mEpiSC pellet was resuspended in

1–2 mL of MCM, and live cells were counted. Cells were diluted

in MCM to yield ~20,000 cells/1.5 mL for naive conversions or

30–50,000 cells/1.5 mL for iBLC generation, mixed evenly.

Fibronectin/PBS coating was aspirated from target plates and

1.5 mL of diluted cells in MCM were added per well. Cells were
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 13 j 1–14 j September 10, 2019 11
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incubated at 37�C for 14–16 h before conversion medium was

added; plates were often checked 2–3 h after plating to ensure

cells plated as single evenly dispersed cells.

Naive Conversion Experiment
For naive conversion experiment medium (NCM) (8 days of

changes), working medium + (10 ng/mL bone morphogenetic

protein 4 [BMP4], 1,000 units/mL ESGRO leukemia inhibitory

factor [LIF], 1 mM (1-oleoyl-2-methyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphothio-

nate ammonium salt [OMPT]) were prepared fresh at least every

4 days. 6W wells plated with ~20,000 mEpiSC cells/well were fed

2 mL of NCM daily starting ~14–16 h after cells were plated with

the aforementioned preparation.

iBLC Generation Experiment

For iBLCgenerationmediumphase1, day0–3medium(4 changes),

workingmedium + (10 ng/mL BMP4, 1 mMSB43152) was prepared

fresh on day 0, and SB431542 was increased to 3 mM for days 1–3.

For iBLC generation medium phase 2, day 4–6 medium

(3 changes), working medium + (5 ng/mL BMP4, 500–1,000

units/mL ESGRO LIF, 0.5–1 mM OMPT) were prepared fresh on

day 4.

6W wells plated with 30–50,000 mEpiSC cells/well were fed

2 mL of phase 1 medium daily at a similar time, starting

14–16 h after cells were plated using the aforementioned prepara-

tion method. From day 4, 2 mL of phase 2 medium was changed

daily. On day 6 and day 7, iBLC-PCs and some emerging iBLCs

were collected with ART P1000G wide-bore pipette tips. The

iBLC generation plate was leaned at a 45� angle, and the upper

1 mL (primary) was harvested to one well of a 24-well ultralow

attachment (ULA) plate; the lower 1 mL (secondary) was drawn

up and cascaded over the plate once and then harvested to a

separate well of a 24-well ULA plate. Two milliliters of phase 2

medium was replaced on the plate if the culture was observed

or used later. Some iBLC experiments included 0.2 mM sodium

pyruvate. In a few experiments, SB431542 was varied between 1

and 10 mM, and phase 1 and phase 2 media were mixed 1:1 on

days 3, 4, or 5.

Primary and secondary harvests from one 6W well of iBLC gen-

eration were considered together, although secondary harvests

contained more iBLC-PCs, iBLCs, and cell debris. Early on day 7,

primary and secondary harvests were observed for brief periods,

and the emergence of morula-like structures and early blastocyst-

like structures from iBLC-PCs was noted on the 24W ULA plate

lid.Workingmediumor phase 2mediumwas placed in aHydrocell

3.5-cm plate and incubated for ~1 h at 37�C. iBLCs were judged by

morphology for blastocyst-like characteristics and isolated by em-

bryo transfer pipette to the Hydrocell 3.5-cm plate and incubated

for 1–3 h at 37�C. The Hydrocell 3.5-cm plate of near-completely

purified iBLCs was then sourced for analysis or IVF transfer into

PP2.5 sterile-male bred pseudopregnant mice. When iBLCs were

transferred to pseudopregnantmice, they were washed three times

by transfer into separate drops of standard embryo transfer me-

dium. In such transfers, unique glass pipettes were used between

each step to ensure sample-handling accuracy.
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